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where3q is the atomic scattering factor of the ith atom 
in the unit cell. For V~ 10 -22 cm 3, aH~ 1, ~ f 2  ~ 103 and 
•~ 10 -2 cm we obtain C ~  10 -2. Referring to Fig. 4, 
the maximum value of IRavl is then less than 1% 
for strong and medium reflexions, while for weak 
reflexions it may easily exceed 100 %. For instance, we 
have calculated that the value of Ray for the inordin- 
ately 'weak' 002 reflexion in CaF2 might be about 
100%, while the values for other 'weak' reflexions 
might be from 2 to 5 % (Cooper, 1970). Note that the 
values are almost independent of wavelength; for 
whereas the relative change in intensity due to a single 
operative reflexion [R of equation (8) is proportional to 
j.-3], the number of operative reflexions contributing to 
Ray is proportional to 23 cos -1 [1--(~/2dH)2] 1/2, where 
da is the spacing of the primary planes. In other words, 
the wavelength does not affect the scale of Fig. 4 but 
determines only sinEOH for the primary reflexion under 
consideration. 

Similar calculations were made for neutron diffrac- 
tion, in which case polarization factors are unity, the 
assumption of weak absorption is usually well justified, 
s is determined by the wavelength and the temperature 
factor, and C of equation (14) is written in terms of neu- 
tron scattering lengths. Fig. 6 shows the result of the 
neutron calculation performed with. the same value of 
s as applies to Fig. 4(a). 

For a crystal with a known structure the approxima- 
tions inherent in equations (1 l) and (13) may be im- 
proved; also, calculations that treat the effect of vari- 
ous types of reflexions on primary reflexions, whose 
'strength' is consonant with the type to which they 
belong, may be performed with greater consistency 
than has been the case here. The procedure to be fol- 

lowed then, is to calculate independently, and then add, 
the contributions of the several types of reflexions on 
primary reflexions of a particular type. The correct 
statistics are introduced by changing a/¢ of equation (3) 
to all, K, K', where H, K and K'  represent the types of 
the primary, operative and cooperative reflexions. 

I thank Dr Z. Barnea for his generous advice and I 
acknowledge the financial support of a Commonwealth 
Postgraduate Award. 
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Determination of the 
Static Displacement of Atoms in a Binary Alloy System using Anomalous Scattering 
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It is shown that the anomalous scattering of either X-rays or thermal neutrons provides a method of 
separating the individual static displacements due to AA and BB pairs of atoms in a solid solution. 

Introduction 

It is well known that the static displacement of the 
atoms from the nodes of the average lattice causes 
diffuse scattering of X-radiation. The effect of the root 
mean square of the static displacements is to reduce 
the intensity of the Bragg refiexions in a manner 

similar to thermal diffuse scattering. The intensity lost 
in the Bragg reflexions is conserved by the resultant 
Huang (1947) diffuse scattering which is distributed 
close to the reciprocal-lattice points. The presence of 
short-range order (SRO) in a solid solution manifests 
itself as modulations in intensity of the Laue mono- 
tonic diffuse scattering with broad peaks at positions 
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close to the super lattice reflexions of an ordered solu- 
tion. The difference in the effective size of the two 
types of atoms in the solid solution results in the static 
displacement of atoms which predominates in the 
region where local order exists. The diffuse scattering 
arising due to these distortions modulates the SRO 
diffuse intensity in such a manner as to render it 
aperiodic in reciprocal space. The static displacement 
coefficients which enter the expression for diffuse scat- 
tering involve the atomic displacements of both the 
AA and BB pairs of atoms in an AB alloy system (Boric 
& Sparks, 1964). However, no method of separating 
these two has been reported in the literature. It is the 
object of this paper to suggest a method of separating 
these two contributions and which enables one to 
obtain maximum information regarding the atomic 
displacements in a binary alloy system. 

The use of anomalous scattering of X-rays in solving 
complex crystal structures is well known. The resonant 
elastic scattering of thermal neutrons by some nuclides 
like 7Li, X°B, ll3Cd, x49Sm, 157Gd etc. results in a more- 
pronounced imaginary component of the scattering 
length than for X-rays. The importance of this in 
crystallographic work has been noted by Peterson & 
Smith (1961, 1962), Ramaseshan (1966) and Singh & 
Ramaseshan (1968). Recently Ramaseshan & Vis- 
wanathan (1970) and Ramesh & Ramaseshan (1971) 
have shown that a measurement of the intensity of the 
coherent one-phonon process in a two-atom structure 
when one of the atoms is an anomalous neutron scat- 
terer can, in principle, be utilized to determine the 

• polarization vectors of the lattice waves propagating 
along a general direction in the crystal. We now propose 
that a measurement, at two wavelengths, of the diffuse 
intensity associated with short-range order and static 
displacement of atoms, when one of the species of 
atoms in the binary alloy system are anomalous scat- 
terers, leads to a separation of the atomic displace- 
ments due to AA and BB pairs of atoms for a given 
coordination shell. Unlike thermal diffuse scattering, 
both short-range order and static distortion diffuse 
scattering are elastic so that the method is of general 
validity as regards both X-ray and neutron anomalous 
scattering. 

Static displacement modulated diffuse scattering 

Consider a binary alloy system consisting of A- and 
B-type atoms whose atomic fractions in the solid 
solution are )ira and XB respectively. Let the species 
of atoms of the A type scatter either X-rays or thermal 
neutrons anomalously so that the scattering factor of 
an A atom can be represented as 

fA=fAo +f~ + if~.  (1) 

fA0 represents the normal scattering factor whilef.~ and 
f ]  correspond to dispersion corrections. For thermal 
neutrons fA0 represents the potential scattering length 
whereas f~ and f j  arise owing to resonant elastic 

scattering. The variation o f f j  andfA' with wavelength 
is very significant in the resonant region and their 
dispersion behaviour, different from that in X-rays, 
can be noted in the measurements on 11aCd resonance 
by Brockhouse (1953). The typical values off.~ and 
f~ close to the resonant wavelength are as large as 100 
to 150% offA0, the normal scattering length. 

The intensity of radiation expressed in electron units 
in a direction defined by K is given by 

Ie.u.= ~ f , , , f *  exp {iK. Rm,,} • (2) 
112 n 

R,,, is the interatomic vector connecting the atoms m 
and n. Allowing for the static displacement of atoms 
from the nodes of an average lattice, one can write 

R m  n __ o - R m n  + 6,,,,, 
where R°,  represents the average interatomic vector 
and fir,,, the static displacement vector for the pair of 
atoms m and n. Thus for a given coordination shell, 
there can be three different displacement vectors ~im,, 
i.e. A A  A B  B B  5m,, 3m, and 8,,,, corresponding to AA, AB and 
BB pairs of atoms respectively. Making use of the 
fact that exp {iK. ~,,,,}~_ 1 + i K .  fire,, when the static 
displacements are small, equation (2) can be written as 

Ie.u. = ~ ~ ( f , f * >  exp {iK. R°,,} 
i n  n 

+ ~ ~ { fmf*- ( fmf*>}  exp {iK. R,°,,,} 
172 n 

+ ~ ~ f m f *  iK.  8,,, exp {iK. R° ,} .  (3) 
t n  n 

The first term on the right-hand side of (3) represents 
the Bragg reflexions for the average crystal, whereas 
the second and the third terms correspond to diffuse 
scattering due to SRO and static displacement respec- 
tively. 
N o w  

<fmf* > = f f *  = (Xafa + Xnf.) (Xaf]  + XBf.) . 

Introducing the conditional probability pgB which 
represents the probability of  finding an A atom at m 
and a B atom at n, we can write 

f , , f*=XafA(1 An • - - P , n n ) f  A + X B ( 1  - u B A ~ ' e 2  ~t mn ]J B 

+XAA AB Pro, fv+XBfv pBa r* -" m n  J A  * 

Since 
X A D A B  - -  V DBA 

~t m n - - . e X B a m n  , 

we have 

fmf* XA(I An = -P, , , )  {(fAo+f.~)z+(ff~) z} 

+x~ 1 -  ~ P~,~, f~+2xAP~fA(Ao+f?O. 

Therefore 
• AB 

f , , f* - - ( f , f*>=XAXB[ 1-- P ~  '~ \ x . /  
x {(fA +f~--fB) 2 +(f~)2}. (4) 
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Thus 

XSRO= X.X~[(Ao + f ~ - - A )  ~ + (f2) ~] 

(,) 
m" X~ 

-Pm, /Xn ,  the Warren short-range order Since ~". = 1 A~ 
[Rmnl, parameter approaches zero for large values of 0 

the double summation in (5) can be replaced by Ntimes 
a single sum taken over the neighbouring atoms of 
coordinates l, m, n. 

Isso = gxaxB[(f~o + f a  - f s )  z + (f~,)2] 

x ~ ~m" exp {iK. R°m'}. (6) 
lmn 

Since ~ , ' '  are statistically averaged quantities for every 
site lmn, there is an equivalent site [rh~ characterized 
by the same value of ~m'. This leads to 

Is~o = NXAXn[( f Ao + f j - - fe)  2 + (f~,)2] 

× ~ O~l"n COS K.  R ° ' .  (7) 
Imn 

It may be worth emphasizing that, in neutron scat- 
tering, (fao+f~) can be made negative by choosing an 
appropriate wavelength for thermal neutrons so that 
the short-range order diffuse intensity can be consider- 
ably enchanged while the intensity of the Bragg re- 
flexions are correspondingly reduced. The intensity 
of the static displacement modulated diffuse scattering 
is given by 

IsD = ~ f z ) *  iK . 5.,. exp {iK. R°n} (re#n) (8) 
m n 

where 

• - - P m n ) f A f a  iK .  5mn fmf*  iK 5,." = XA(1 aB * an 

+ XB 1-- ~Pamnn f ~ i K . S m n  

+ 2XaPam~fB(fAo +ffOiK. 5am~. (9) 

Since, on the average, the interatomic vector Rm" should 
tend to 0 Rm', the weighted average of the deviations 
from the average lattice should vanish. This approxi- 
mation which is of greater validity for the immediate 
coordination shell leads to a relationship between 

AB BB AB 
~mn , 5m,, ~mn and given by 

XApamA Aa BB VB aB 5,,,,, + XB g"" 5,.. + 2XAPAm B 6 , . ' = 0  
i.e. 

2xA P~. ~m". = - x a p ~ .  ~ Y " ' "  " (10) Omn -- ZXBlmo ~mn • 

Substituting (10) in expression (9) and introducing the 
Warren short-range order parameter, we get 

× (fAo +f~)iK aa X ,  

× f'BiK.6BmBn + X A X B { - X ~ n  +OQmn } 

× (f~)2 iK.  5mnaA:. (11) 

The first term on the right-hand side of (11) is similar 
to the expression found under normal conditions, 
whereas the second term which contains only the static 
displacement of AA pairs, arises owing to anomalous 
scattering• 

For cubic solid solutions, the expression for the 
diffuse intensity can be considerably simplified since 
for each site defined by l,m,n, there is an equivalent 
site [,1fi, fi. Thus iK AA .5  aA and iK .  BB • 5Zm,, = - iK l-~ 5Iron : 

- i K  ~i BB On substituting these relations and re- " 7~-'fi" 

placing the double summation by N times, a single 
sum over/ ,  m, n, we finally get 

Iso=--NXaX"[fa°+f~-- f"]  ,~m, +O~,m, 

• 5,m,-- (Xa +O~,m,)fn K .  "lmn} × (fao +fa) K aA XB ,B 

x sin K .  Rm,-  NXAXB(f~) ~ + elm, 
lm. 

× K.  5¢2" sin K .  R~ ' .  (12) 

The static displacement vectors 8~J and 5 ~  can be 
expressed in terms of their components along the cube 
axes so that 

AA _ AA AA Nlmn~4A ] 5lmn -- Ll,,,,, al + Mtmn a2 + a3 
and / (13) 

~BB _ I'BB BB BB 
Vlm n -- .L-,lm na l  + Mlmn a2 + Nlmn a3 • 

Further K .  R°m" = 2~(hll+ h2m + h3n) where ha, h2, h3 are 
continuous variables in reciprocal space. 

ISD = - -  N X a X B [ f A o  + f ~ - - f e ]  ~ 27~(hlYlm" + h2Y~m" 
lmn 

+ h3YTmn) × sin 2=(hJ+ hzm + h3n) - NXAXB(f"A) 2 

× ~ XA + OCtm,, Dr(htLzm.+ h2Mtm. +haNzm.) 
lmn 

× sin 21r(hJ+hzm + h3n) (14) 

where 

) Ylmn = - ~ ;  "3t- O~lm'. ( f a 0  + f ] )  L,A~ 

- ~ + ~ , m ' .  A L L ~ .  

There are similar expressions for 77'm" and :~m,, • 

Method of separation of the components of 
AA BB 

81m n a n d  81m n 

The procedure for separating the static displacement 
diffuse scattering from that of short-range order has 
been worked out by Borie (1961). The method essen- 
tially consists of measuring the total diffuse intensity 
at points in reciprocal space separated by a reciprocal 
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lattice vector. Since the short-range order diffuse scat- 
tering is periodic with the period of a reciprocal-lattice 
vector, the formulation of a function, which expresses 
the difference in the intensity at two points separated 
by a reciprocal-lattice vector, contains only the static 
displacement-modulated diffuse scattering. Further, if 
the points in reciprocal space are chosen so that only 
one variable, h2 say, is changed by unity, the function 
contains only the contributions of the static displace- 
ments of AA and BB pairs of atoms along the a2 axis. 

Q2(h~,h2,ha)=I(hx, hz, h3)-I(hx, h2 - 1,h3) 

= - N x A x , , t A o  + f ; - A ]  
Imn 

x sin 2zffhfl+ h2m +han) 

--N XAXB ( f  A)21~n 27~ (XA- "JI-O~lmn) MIA2n 

x sin 2rc(hfl+ h2m +han). (15) 

Two-wavelength method 
The scattering factor terms f~ and f~  in (1) are 

wavelength dependent so that they can be varied by 
choosing a different wavelength for the incident X-ray 
or thermal neutron beam. We write 

and {fa}z~=fA°+f~t+if~ } (16) 

{Ah =fAo+fL+ifL. 

Thus the functions Q2(h~,h2,ha) become wavelength 
dependent through the scattering factor of A-type 
atoms. It can be easily shown from (15) and (16) that 
by constructing a new function 

~2(h~,h2,h3) = {Qz(hl, h2,h3)}zt {fAo +f.~2-fs} 
-{Qz(ht, h2,h3)}z2 {fa0 +f~t--fB}, (17) 

the term BB M~m, of the BB pair of atoms gets eliminated 
leaving only aa Mzm,, the component of the static dis- 
placement of the anomalously scattering AA pair of 
atoms. 

~2(hx, h2,hz) = -- NXAXB ,~m, 2re ~ "4-O~lm n 

x sin 2rc(hll+ h2m + h3n) 
where 

(18) 

F=[(f~l- f~z)  {fA0 +fA1--A} {fAo +f.~2--A} 

+ {fao+f~z- 'A} (fL)2- {A0+fL-A} 
× ( /L)2] .  

As a special case, when )]-2 is far away from the reso- 
nance region, fA2--0 and fA2 is very very small. Then 
the expression for F gets considerably simplified. 

F ~ - ( A o - A )  {f.~x(Ao+ f.~,-A)+(f~l)Z} . 

It is clear from (18) that a Fourier transformation of 
~2(hl,h2,h3) yields AA Mr,,, directly. A similar pro- 
cedure can be followed to extract L#~, and N ~ ,  by 
constructing suitable functions gt 1 and ~a respectively. 
A Fourier inversion of either {Q2(hl,h2,ha)}al or 
{Q2(hl,h2,ha))~2 gives the combination of A,4 M,m, and 
Mz~V, so that M~,Bfn can be separated by combining the 
data from (18). Thus all the six components of the 
static displacement of AA and BB pairs of atoms can 
be separated by combining the intensity data at two 
wavelengths. 

Conclusion 

It has been shown that using anomalous scattering of 
either X-rays or neutrons, one can separate the indi- 
vidual contributions of the AA and BB pair of atoms 
towards the static displacement diffuse scattering. The 
use of resonant elastic scattering of thermal neutrons 
has the added advantage in the enchancement of the 
diffuse intensity at the expense of Bragg reflexions. 
Since the diffuse intensity associated with short-range 
order and static displacement of atoms depends on 
the difference in the scattering lengths between the two 
types of atoms, it is clear from equations (7) and (12) 
that by making (fAo+fA) negative (in the region lying 
in the long wavelength side of the resonant peak) one 
can considerably increase the diffuse intensity. 
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